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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Xinhua Qu,

Dear Reviewer,

We have the pleasure of sending you our revised manuscript entitled:

‘Silver-coated modular Megaendoprostheses in salvage revision arthroplasty after periimplant infection with extensive bone loss – a pilot study of 34 patients in order to submit it for consideration for publication in BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders.

We thank the esteemed reviewers for their helpful comments. We hope to have improved the quality of our work through the changes. The individual remarks are explained below.

Please make the following revisions to your manuscript:

1. Please provide a Keywords section after your Abstract that includes three to ten keywords representing the main content of the article.
Have been added

2. Please add a Consent to Publish section to your Declarations section, and move all consent to publish information to this section. Please note that consent to participate is a separate requirement, and should be included in the Ethics section.

Have been added

3. Please delete supplementary file, "Letter_to_the_Editor_BMCmsdx.docx". It is no longer necessary at this stage of production.

Deleted

4. Upon uploading your revisions, please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript.

Deleted